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Window Seat
BY LINDA

M. PAVONETTI

WITH REVIEWS BY LORI

A.

BEACH AND LEAH VAN BELLE

I

was in a school this week, sharing some of my favorite new books and revisiting some of the oldies the
students (and, in some cases, teachers too!) are too young to remember. Fourth grade entered the room, sat
on the floor, and looked up at me-expecting I'm not sure what. Within a few moments, after I had read the
word "hell" and followed that up with a rousing description of farting-"on command," "righteous farts," and
finally the "nastiest juicer I'd ever heard," I knew I had them in the palm of my hand. Even the girls were glued
to my every word. The first chapter continued, describing what happened when one boy removed his "skivvies"
to let one rip under water. The surprising twist ensured that I had 80 friends dying to read Swear to Howdy (Van
Draanen, 2003). Even the three young teachers were doubled over with laughter. As I concluded the chapter and
students clamored to know where they could buy the book, I thought about the school board meeting I attended
just a week earlier.
I had received a call from Cammie Mannino, First
Amendment rights advocate and local children's
bookstore owner. The merits of Walter Dean Myers'
award-winning book Monster (HarperCollins, 1999),
used as one of several readings in an eighth-grade
unit that examines accepting responsibility for our
actions, were being debated. A parent had challenged
the book because of subtle, non-graphic references to
prisoners raping other prisoners. I had never been to a
censorship hearing before, and I left gratified that the
school board recognized that young people, about to
advance to high school, need to face reality-not the
fantasy world their parents would like for them-and
accept responsibility for their actions. But I was also
sorely troubled that people routinely challenge teachers' and librarians' judgment when they would not
question their doctor, lawyer, dentist, or even their
veterinarian's recommendations.
Although Monster and Swear to Howdy are not
comparable based on readers' maturity levels, I am
thankful that I have the freedom to suggest books
that use the word "hell" and require my young adult
literature students to read Monster-without fearing
that my job may be in jeopardy. I spend much of my
time each semester talking with students-teachers,
media specialists, and pre-service teachers-about
how they can best serve the needs of their students by
sharing good books, while at the same time protecting
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themselves from censorship. So it was with a large
dose of gratitude that I heard feedback from a teacher
who had been challenged by a parent for reading
aloud a book that used the word "damn." She came
into her meeting with the parent and principal armed
with reviews of the book and explained how it fit into
the curriculum. Her principal supported her and the
parent was mollified.
We need to see ourselves as professionals. We need
to be prudent and know the books in our classrooms,
stockpiling reviews for the ones we share and aligning core texts and read aloud selections with state
standards and benchmarks. We need to be proactive
so that when a great book like Swear to Howdy (Van
Draanen, 2003)-the book I read to the fourth-grade
students and which, coincidentally, addresses accepting responsibility for our actions-comes along, we
needn't fear sharing it.
The real objective of the Window Seat column is to
help you choose books for your classroom, library,
and home, knowing that you select books for many
purposes: pleasure, curricular, and some, I hope, for
aesthetic. This column is not about censorship but
about books we recommend as good books.
In this issue, we address a large number of bilingual
books and other picture storybooks that focus on a
variety of cultures. Because there have been so many
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"multicultural" books released recently, we did not
have room for a Michigan Author section, but we have
tried to note any Michigan connections. I hope some

r-----------·

of these books touch you and your students the way
Swear to Howdy (reviewed on page 72 with books for
older readers) touched me.

Focus on Culturally Diverse Picture Storybooks
Edmonds, Lyra. (2004). An African Princess. (Ill. by A. Wilson).
Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-76362595-7 (Hardcover); $15.99.
"My name is Lyra and I am an African princess." However,
when her classmates make fun of her she worries that, "Mama
might be wrong. There are not many African princesses who
live on the tenth floor and have freckles like me." She wonders
how she can be descended from a long line of strong African
women-one of whom was forcibly brought to the Caribbean
generations ago. Her parents arrange an African trip to meet
Tante May who Lyra discovers doesn't live in a palace or wear
a crown or other regal attire. But the story Tante May weaves
convinces Lyra to be proud of who she is. Subtly, the author
discloses how a bi-racial child, living in a major city in the 21 st
century, learns about her heritage.

Ho, Minfong. (2004). Peek! A Thai Hide-and-Seek. (Ill. by H.
Meade). Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 07636-2041-6 (Hardcover); $16.99.
Mingfong Ho and Holly Meade, the author-illustrator team that created the
1997 Caldecott honor book, Hush! A Thai Lullaby (Orchard, 1996), present
another interactive parent-child winner. The onomatopoetic verse and repetitive phrase "Jut-Ay, peek-a-boo ... ," encourage listeners to chime in and
repeat the Thai words for peek-a-boo. A note on the front jacket flap indicates that "Jut-Ay," which is the phrase children in Thailand use when they
play "peek-a-boo," is pronounced "Shut-A." Meade's engaging cut-paper
and watercolor collage illustrations invite youngsters to find the toddler
hiding on each double-page spread. Bright orange endpapers, covered with
Thai words and letters, invite us to participate in a cultural experience that
demonstrates we are all more alike than different.
Stamaty, Mark Alan. (2004). Alias Mission: Saving the Books of
Iraq. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-375-83217-3
(Hardcover); $12.95.
Winter, Jeanette. (2004). The Librarian of Basra: A True Story
from Iraq. Orlando: Harcourt. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-15-205445-6
(Hardcover); $16.00.
Two books on two levels in two radically divergent ways narrate
the same amazing story. Alia Muhammad Baker, the chief librarian
~---- of Basra's Central Library, valiantly saved 70 percent of the books
w,.-:~-,_.,,=--...._ entrusted to her care by secretly smuggling them out of the building
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as troops massed on the roof with anti-aircraft weapons. Stamaty's
version of Alias Mission is presented graphically in shades of
sepia on cream paper, a true biography in graphic novel format that
will appeal to intermediate and middle grade students. Winter's
biography provides fewer details about the actual events, which
makes it more appropriate for younger students. Her acrylic and
pen illustrations, framed in white and gray on evocatively warm
aureate, deep lavender, and cornflower pages, provide emotional
insight into the fear, panic, and bravery that gripped Basra when
the British and American troops invaded in 2003.
Yang, Belle. (2004). Hannah is My Name. Cambridge, MA:
Candlewick Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-7636-2223-0
(Hardcover); $16.99.
Belle Yang introduces us to Na-Li, nicknamed Tadpole by her
parents, who moves from Taiwan to San Francisco. At first her
new English name-just like her new home in a high-rise apartment building that does not allow children-feels confining and
uncomfortable. She is frightened that her parents will be taken
away by immigration because they don't have green cards.
When her mother is fired, Hannah tries to console her, "Don't
worry, Mama ... I don't need toys or new shoes." By the time
the elusive green cards finally arrive, Hannah is in second
grade. Yang has supplemented her quasi-autobiographical
story with vibrant, Chinese-influenced gouache illustrations
that tell the story of every family that immigrates to America,
hoping for a better life. Pair this with Miss Bridie Chose a
Shovel, another recent release about immigration from an
undisclosed location (presumably Ireland) in 1856. [Connor, Leslie. (2004). Miss Bridie Chose a Shovel. (Ill. by
M. Azarian). Boston: Houghton Mifflin. Unpaged. ISBN:
0-618-30564-5 (Hardcover); $16.00.]

Additional Culturally Diverse Picture
Storybooks for the Young and Very Young

Bynum, Eboni, & Jackson, Roland. (2004). Jamari s Drum. (Ill.
by B.W. Diakite). Toronto: Groundwood Books. Unpaged.
ISBN: 0-88899-531-8 (Hardcover); $16.95.
Bynum and Jackson have situated their original, contemporary
fable about drumming, tradition, and responsibility in a rural African village. Caldecott Honor artist, Baba Wague Diakite provides a
second layer of story, as well as insight into the setting, through his
glazed ceramic tile art illustrations.

WINTER
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Park, Linda Sue. (2004). The Firekeeper s Son. (Ill. by J. Downing).
New York: Clarion Books. unpaged. ISBN: 0-618-133337-2
(Hardcover); $16.00.
Linda Sue Park discovered a tale that fired her imagination as she
researched her Newbery Award-winning book, A Single Shard
(Clarion, 2001). Park incorporates that little-known fragment of
Korean history in this picture storybook. Each evening, Sang-hee's
father climbed the mountain to light the first of many signal fires
stretching from Korea's coast to the king's palace. By doing so, he
preserved a tradition that extended over many generations until late
in the 19 th -century, when this fictionalized story occurs.
Schaefer, Carole Lexa. (2004). The Biggest Soap. (Ill. by S. DressenMcQueen). New York: Farrar Straus Giroux. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-37430690-7 (Hardcover); $16.00.
Kessy, the youngest child in his sun-drenched South Pacific village,
is elated because today is laundry day, the day he romps in the warm
washing pool and listens to his aunts' stories. He fears that he might
miss a story because his mother sends him to the store to buy some
soap. When Kessy finally arrives at the pool, he has a whopper of a
story to tell about how the biggest soap became so tiny.
Thong, Roseanne. (2004). One Is a Drummer: A Book of Numbers.
(Ill. by G. Lin). San Francisco: Chronicle Books. Unpaged. ISBN:
0-8118-3772-6 (Hardcover); $14.95.
This is a simple counting book that includes a minimal amount of
Chinese script and references to festivals, food, and other cultural
items. One Is a Drummer follows Round Is a Mooncake (2000,
Chronicle) and Red Is a Dragon (2001, Chronicle) by the same
author-illustrator team.

Bilingual (English-Spanish) Books
Brown, Monica. (2004). My Name is Celia: The Life of Celia
Cruz. Me Llama Celia: La Vida de Celia Cruz. (Ill. by R. Lopez).
Flagstaff, AZ: Rising Moon. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-87358-872-X
(Hardcover); $15.95.
Celia Cruz was born in Havana but became Salsa queen of the
world. If this first volume in Luna Rising's proposed Latino
picture storybook-biography series is an indication of what is to
follow, be prepared for a bona fide treat to eyes, ears, and sensibility. Written in Spanish and English, this book is accessible to
younger audiences (grades 2+) as a read aloud or for intermediate
and middle school students, especially those involved in music. Luna
Rising is a small press dedicated to Spanish-English literature.
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Elya, Susan M. (2003). Eight Animals Play Ball. (Ill. by L.
Chapman). New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons. Unpaged. ISBN:
0-399-23569-8 (Hardcover); $15.99.

More complex than many others listed here, this brightly illustrated
picture book features numbers, animal names, and baseball terms.
Elya, Susan M. (2003). Oh No, Gotta Go! (Ill. by G.B. Karas). New
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-399-23493-4
(Hardcover); $14.99.

Whatever the language, every parent recognizes the phrase,
''l, Where is un bafio? lD6nde esta?"
Emberley, Rebecca. (2004). Pinata! New York: Little Brown.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-316-17412-2 (Hardcover); $14.95

Truly bilingual with Spanish text shadowing the English, this
concept book describes the types of treats that might fill a pifiata.
Details for constructing a pifiata at home or school complete the
fun.
Keep, Richard C. (2004). Clatter Bash! A Day of the Dead
Celebration. Atlanta: Peachtree Publishers. 32 pp. ISBN: 156145-322-6 (Hardcover); $15.95.
El Dia de -las Muertos-the Day of the Dead-is a cultural marker
for Mexicans. Richard Keep provides a playfully respectful, nonthreatening parade of cut-paper collage skeletons who dance across
the page to rhymes: "Putt-putt/Honk-whiz/iHola! iHola! Hi!/Yak-yak/
chitter-chat/jQue bonito!/My!"
Lujan, Jorge. (2004). Rooster/Gallo. (Trans. by E. Amado; Ill. by M.
Monroy). Toronto: Groundwood Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 088899-558-X (Hardcover); $14.95.

This poem, written in Spanish by an award-winning Argentinean
author, provides enough to chew on for any level student, and yet it
is simple enough for toddlers.
Paul, Ann Whitford. (2004). Manana Iguana. (Ill. by E. Long).
New York: Holiday House. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-8234-1808-1
(Hardcover); $16.95.
This is a bilingual parody of "The Little Red Hen"-with a southof-the-border twist. Hen is an iguana and her lazy friends include
Tortuga the tortoise, Conejo the rabbit, and Culebra the snake.
Shahan, Sherry. (2004). Spicy Hot Colors: Co/ores Picantes. (Ill.
by P. Barragan). Little Rock, AR: August House. Unpaged.
ISBN: 0-87483-741-3 (Hardcover); $16.95.

Onomatopoeia and alliteration infuse this bilingual color concept
book with wonderful sounds: "Green as Mexican iguanas/Slither/
Slide/Samba!/Green as cilantro and cactus/Wiggle/Waggle/
Rumba!/Green Verde"
WINTER
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Wheeler, Lisa. (2004). Te Amo, Bebe, Little One. (Ill. by M.
Suarez). New York: Little Brown. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-31661410-6 (Hardcover); $15.95.
Repetitive phrases and simple illustrations make this a perfect
lullaby for the very young lap group. Wheeler is a Michigan
author.
Winter, Jeanette. (2004). Calavera Abecedario: A Day of the
Dead Alphabet Book. Orlando: Harcourt. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-15205110-4 (Hardcover); $16.00.
This alphabet book is written entirely in Spanish, but the illustrations-bone-white skeletons garbed in riotous attire-provide all
the translation that's necessary.

Culturally Diverse Folk Tales and Nonfiction
Picture Storybooks
Crews, Nina. (2004). The Neighborhood Mother Goose. New York:
HarperCollins/Greenwillow Books. 63 pp. ISBN: 0-06-051573-2
(Hardcover); $15.99.
Mother Goose, the stuff of childhood, has recently been resurrected,
dusted off, and added to the preschool curriculum as a vital ingredient
in fostering phonemic awareness. Nina Crews has added a multicultural
flair through her imaginative and whimsical photographs digitally
manipulated to show cows jumping over the moon, boys carefully
jumping over candles, and dozens of playful Lilliputians living in a
shoe. These 41 rhymes are, for the most part, well-known, but Crews
has also included some unusual verses.
Knutson, Barbara. (2004). Love and Roast Chicken: A Trickster
Tale from the Andes Mountains. Minneapolis: CarolRhoda Books.
Unpaged. ISBN: 1-57505-657-7 (Library Binding); $16.95.
Tricksters are a universal motif in folk tales, but different
cultures utilize a variety of animals to embody the crafty
joker. This South American tale contains a double dose of
fun: wish fulfillment as the tiny guinea pig outsmarts Tio
Antonio the Fox; and echoes of other tales including Uncle
Remus's "Tar Baby." An added bit of trivia: guinea pigs just
happen to be a favorite meal in Peru!
Turner, Pamela S. (2004). Hachiko: The True Story of a
Loyal Dog. (Ill. by Y. Nascimbene). Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-618-14094-8 (Hardcover); $15.00.
Turner relates the nonfiction account of a dog that waited faithfully at the Shibuya train station for his owner to return from
work each evening-even after his owner died. If you loved
Lassie, you'll surely enjoy Hachiko.
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Wolkstein, Diane. (2004). Sun Mother Wakes the World: An Australian
Creation Story. New York: HarperCollins. Unpaged. ISBN:
0-688-13915-9 (Hardcover); 0-688-13916-7 (Library
Binding); $15.99.
This is a retelling of a seldom-encountered (at least in the United
States) creation story from the indigenous peoples of Australia.
The author's note provides authentication and sources for the tale.
Illustrations created by Bronwyn Bancroft, a descendant of the
Bunjalung people of New South Wales, afford additional insight into
this culture.
Hamilton, Virginia. (2004). The People Could Fly: The Picture Book.
(Ill. by L. & D. Dillon). New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-375-82405-7 (Hardcover); $16.95.
Back-to-back Caldecott winners Leo and Diane Dillon transform the
title tale from Virginia Hamilton's (1985) volume The People Could
Fly: American Black Folktales into a picture storybook by expanding
upon their original black and white embellishments. Try reading this
with another award winner, In the Time of the Drums (Siegelson, 1999).

v·1rg1nia
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Norman, Howard A. (2004). Between Heaven and Earth: Bird Tales from
Around the World. (Ill. by L. & D. Dillon). Orlando: Harcourt. 78
pp: ISBN: 0-15-201982-0 (Hardcover); $22.00.

Leo

Five folk tales, richly supplemented by the Dillons' vivid colored
pencil and watercolor illustrations-seemingly appliqued on the
page-tell of pelicans, crows, swans, and quail from around the
world. The most curious title, "The Bird Who Sang Like a Warthog"
(pp. 45-59), has its origins in Matebeleland in Africa.

Illustrated b
Y
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Picture Storybooks for All Ages
Blumenthal, Deborah. (2004). Don't Let the Peas Touch! (Ill. by
Timothy Basil Ering). New York: Scholastic/Arthur A.
Levine Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-439-29732-X (Hardcover);
$15.95.
Sophie and her big sister Annie are complete opposites. Despite
Sophie's tantrums, Annie works out a solution when her little
sister begs, "don't let the peas touch." Nonetheless, Annie is not
the perfect big sister: she becomes frustrated when she is reading·
and Sophie is too noisy. She does produce a secret solution when
Sophie whines that she wants a pet of her own. Don't Let the
Peas Touch is for everyone who has a sibling, whether or not they
understand their unique relationship. Deborah Blumenthal creates
a trio of warm, funny stories about Annie and Sophie, and Timothy
Basil Ering's bright, whimsical illustrations bring the girls and
their world to life. Don't Let the Peas Touch will surely touch all
and become a perfect read aloud. (LAB)

WINTER
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Henkes, Kevin. (2004). Kitten's First Full Moon. New York: Greenwillow Books.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-06-058828-4 (Hardcover); $15.99.
Henkes has another winner-as different as can be from Chester
and Wilson, Lilly, Chrysanthemum, Wemberly, and Owen. Kitten is
simply a kitten-portrayed in all her inexperienced glory. She sees
her first full moon and mistakes it for a bowl of milk. After reading this to a group of kindergarten, first, and second graders, I'm
convinced this tale, minimally illustrated in gray scale and strong
black line, is a classic in the making.
Hesse, Karen. (2004). The Cats in Krasinski Square. (Ill. by Wendy
Watson). New York: Scholastic. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-439-43540-4
(Hardcover); $16.95.
The Cats in Krasinski Square is a touching account of Warsaw
during World War II and the Jewish resistance to the German
Gestapo. With simplicity and sensitivity, Karen Hesse retells the
story of the Jewish resistance smuggling food to those left behind
the Ghetto Wall. Using stray cats as a diversion, a young Jewish
girl, her sister, and friends furtively relay desperately needed
food through the well-guarded train station to their neighbors
who have been forced to live in the Jewish Ghetto. Karen Hesse's latest picture
book confirms her well-established attention to detail and research, from using
an old Polish font to her Historical Note in the back. Wendy Watson's equally
beautiful watercolor illustrations enhance the power of Hesse's free verse. The
Cats in Krasinski Square is a poignant, well-crafted story for all ages. (LAB)
Jarman, Julia. (2004). Big Red Tub. (Ill. by Adrian Reynolds). New York: Orchard
Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-439-67232-5 (Hardcover); $14.95.

Harry Bliss

Alison McGhee

· MRS. WATSON
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Splash, splash, splash as you join Stan and Stella in the Big Red Tub.
With giggles of delight water splashes out of the tub and to the floor
but can you guess who's at the door? Children will love predicting
which animal comes next as they listen to the rhythm of Julia Jarman's lively text. Hidden within Adrian Reynolds' vibrant watercolor
illustrations are the many animals that join Stan and Stella during
their bath time fun. Big Red Tub simply overflows with entertaining
rhyme and word play. A great read aloud, this bathtub adventure is a
sure-fire hit. (LAB)
McGhee, Alison. (2004). Mrs. Watson Wants Your Teeth. (Ill. by H. Bliss).
Orlando: Harcourt. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-15-204931-2 (Hardcover); $16.00.
Invariably, every school has one: the kid who frightens neighborhood
youngsters with tall tales about their new teachers. McGhee perfectly
captures the interaction between an experienced second grader and her
bus mate, a greenhorn first grader. The whopper includes a teacher with
a purple tongue who wears earrings and a necklace sculpted from her
students' baby teeth. How will the first grader survive an entire year
without opening her mouth?
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Mayhew, James. (2004). Boy. New York: Scholastic/The Chicken House. Unpaged.
ISBN: 0-439-65106-9 (Hardcover); $15.95.
A cave boy wakes up cold but refuses his parents' offer to share their warmth.
Because he is unwilling to share, cave boy leaves the cave in search of warm.
Along the way he encounters a saber tooth tiger, wooly mammoth, and sleepy
dinosaur. But it is the warm fiery volcano that causes cave boy to rush back,
past the sleepy dinosaur, the wooly mammoth, and the
saber tooth tiger, to the warm of his cave. Once the story
comes full circle, cave boy discovers the value in sharing
warm with his parents. James Mayhew's delightful pastel
;I
illustrations and simple text create the prehistoric mood and
'-I
warmth that cave boy searches for. Boy will provide warmth
to all young readers-share it today. (LAB)

Be

r,ce
•

Numeroff, Laura. (2004). Beatrice Doesn't Want To. (Ill. by
Lynn Munsinger). Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-7636-1160-3 (Hardcover); $15.99.
For three days in a row, Henry must take his little sister
Beatrice to the local library while he works on his dinosaur
report. But Beatrice "doesn't want to," so each day Henry
attempts to entertain Beatrice-and complete his work. On
the third day he discovers the library's story time and leaves
Beatrice in the able hands of the librarian. Beatrice "doesn't
want to" listen to the story but eventually becomes engaged,
befriending the librarian and her books. Lynn Munsinger's
delightful watercolor illustrations brings Laura Numeroff's
amusing story to life. Beatrice Doesn't Want To is sure to
become another Numeroff hit just like If You Give a Mouse a
Cookie. (LAB)
Santucci, Barbara. (2004). Abby's Chairs. (Ill. by Debrah
Santini). Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Books.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-8028-5205-X (Hardcover);
$16.00.
Abby moves to a new town and becomes frustrated by how
her old chairs look in her new home. "How can that be?"
wonders Abby. She attempts everything from repainting
to reupholstering to rearranging and still does not like
how they look. Through her numerous trips to the local
hardware store, fabric store, and library, Abby meets
and invites the local merchants to stop by for a visit.
Not until her new friends arrive does Abby discover
the perfect location for each of her beloved chairs. Abby's Chairs
is a simply delightful story of determination and friendship brought to life by
Debrah's Santini's absolutely wonderful watercolor illustrations. (LAB)
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Schaefer, Lola M. (2004). Arrowhawk. (Illus by Gabi Swiatkowska). New York:
Henry Holt. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-8050-6371-4 (Hardcover); $16.95.
A red-tailed hawk is suddenly pierced by a poacher's arrow and must struggle
to survive. Hawk preens and pecks at the arrow as he follows his instincts to
fly south. However, as Hawk attempts to perch high in a tree, the arrow
lodged in his thigh becomes caught in a branch and he falls, breaking his
leg. Eventually Hawk is captured, restored to full health and returned to
his natural environment. Readers sense the urgency of Hawk's plight as
Lola Schaefer retells the story of his journey towards freedom. Without
anthropomorphizing the bird, Schaefer creates a clear, well-written drama
that enables the reader to understand Hawk's perspective. Not only that,
the author provides us with background information on the real Arrowhawk that inspired her well-conceived story. The beauty and intensity of
Gabi Swiatkowska's illustrations only enhance the mood and determination of Hawk. Based on a true story and exquisitely written and illustrated,
Arrowhawk will touch all readers with its story of determination and fight
for freedom. (LAB)

Lola M. Schaefer-...

1tusrRA TED 1n

Gabi Swiatkowska

Teague, Mark. (2004). Detective LaRue: Letters from the Investigation.
New York: Scholastic Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-439-45868-4 (Hardcover);
$15.95.

The continuing adventures of the hilarious dog, Ike LaRue, remind the
reader of police dog Gloria from Peggy Rathman's Caldecott winner,
Officer Buckle and Gloria (1996, G.P. Putnam's). The "intrepid detective"
canine falls into a case of "feline foul play" and sets off to prove his innocence
in the suspected crime. Fans of Doug Cushman's Mystery of King Karfu (1998,
HarperTrophy) will delight in searching for the hidden clues: Are they in the
letters written to Ike's vacationing owner? Or in a series of incriminating news
articles? Which version of the delightful illustrations reveals the truth-black and
white or the contrasting color drawings? Once again Mark Teague's humor has
created a winner. (LAB)
Vander Zee, Ruth. (2004). Mississippi Morning. (Ill. by Floyd
Cooper). Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Books for Young Readers.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-8028-5211-4 (Hardcover); $16.00.
In 1933, prejudice and fear flourish in Mississippi, but James William, a young white boy, remains sheltered from the racial issues that
surround him. Once his daily chores are finished, he often finds time
to sneak away to fish with LeRoy, his black neighbor. Wondering why
they don't move further down the river to fish, LeRoy retells the story
of the hanging tree and the men in white robes, a story that James William has trouble believing. James William readily accepts that whites
and blacks don't drink from the same water fountain "but that's just the
way things were." Ruth Vander Zee writes a powerful story of the harsh
realities of the Ku Klux Klan and the disillusionment of discovering a
father's secret. Despite its picture book appearance, this is an incred-
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ible book for older students with its white perspective of Mississippi during the
1930s. Use it as an introduction and comparison to Cassie Logan's point of view
in Mildred Taylor's Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry (1976, Dial). Floyd Cooper's
oil illustrations dramatically create the mood and evoke the emotions of the boys'
relationship. (LAB)
Willems, Mo. (2004). Knuffie Bunny: A Cautionary Tale. New York: Hyperion
Books for Children. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-7868-1870-0 (Hardcover); $15.99.
From the creator of the Caldecott honor book, Don 't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus
(2003, Hyperion) comes another pictorially glorious understatement of parental
communication-or miscommunication in this case.
Knuffie Bunny (be sure to vocalize the K) is the
comfort creature dad unwittingly abandons-in the
washing machine at the neighborhood laundromat.
When his preverbal daughter discovers her toy is
missing, pandemonium ensues on the streets of New
York.
Wood, Nancy. (2004). Old Coyote. (Illus by Max
Grafe). Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-7636-1544-7 (Hardcover);
$16.99.
As his days slow down, Old Coyote no longer chases
rabbits, his howl no longer reaches the mountaintop,
and he spends most of his days soaking in the warmth
of the sun. Old Coyote reminisces with Mrs. Coyote
about raising their family and howling at the moon.
Yet he sadly says that he has "forgotten where he'd left his dreams." With a
tender lick on his nose, Mrs. Coyote watches as Old Coyote follows the path lit
by the full moon. Nancy Woods creates a stunningly poignant story of saying
good-bye. Even while shedding a tear for Old Coyote, readers will experience
emotional comfort and support in Max Grafe 's hauntingly beautiful impressionistic illustrations. (LAB)
Crimi, Carolyn. (2004). Get Busy, Beaver! (Ill. J. Bynum). New York: Orchard/
Scholastic. Unpaged; ISBN: 0-439-54866-7 (Hardcover); $15.95.
In the tradition of Frederick (Lionni, 1967), young Thelonious Beaver possesses
a special gift that not only sets him apart from others, but will also enrich the
lives of everyone in the community. Thelonious doesn't seem to share the fastpaced, never-slow-down work ethic of his family. While they frantically fell trees
and build a new dam, Thelonious keenly observes the natural world around him,
engrossed by things such as "the way the leaves swirled and twirled in circles
on the water and how the dragonflies skimmed across it." Although Thelonious's
parents are initially exasperated by their son's "daydreaming," Thelonious helps
them to realize the importance of making time in their busy lives to appreciate
beauty. "No one built that day. No tails flapped. No teeth chomped. The pond was
quiet and still as all the beavers admired Thelonious's creation." (LVB)
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Johnston, Tony. (2004). The Worm Family. (Ill. by S. Innerst). San Diego: Harcourt.
Unpaged; ISBN: 0-15-205011-6 (Hardcover); $16.00.

Poems by

Charles,R.
Smith Jr.

The Worm family loves its worminess. In fact, the Worms can't help but burst
into song and exclaim, "Oh joy! We're worms!" when they see one another. But
as the Worms look for a new home, they are shocked to find that other critters,
like the caterpillars, don't appreciate worm-pride and don't want to welcome the
Worms to the neighborhood. Instead, the critters shower the worms with garbage
and shout insults before the family can even introduce themselves. As the Worms
travel in search of a place "where Worm is a Glorious Thing," Mother
reminds them of the richness of their worm heritage and the family decides
to take a stand for themselves. Johnston's book has an important message
about tolerance and diversity for readers of all ages, who will delight when
the Worms ultimately find a community to call home. (LVB)

Poetry
Smith, Jr., Charles R. (2004). Hoop Kings. Cambridge, MA: Candlewick
Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-7636-1423-8 (Hardcover); $14.99.
"Smashin' mediocrity with authority," Charles R. Smith, Jr. exercises his
word wizardry to bring us his poetry team of Hoop Kings. Dedicated to
basketball and its superstars-such as Chris Webber and Jason Kidd-this
team of 12 poems includes haiku and acrostic, rhymed and unrhymed
verses that illustrate the passion with which basketball is played. In his
poem "Notes," Smith exposes the depth of his bench by relating the game
plan behind each player's poem. Action photographs of players illustrate
the motion of the poems but it is the full-size triple-page photo of Shaquille O'Neal's shoe that will captivate the fans. Charles R. Smith, Jr.
basketball as "poetry in motion" and indeed Smith slam dunks
a winner with Hoop Kings. Don't forget to also check out Hoop
Queens (2003, Candlewick). (LAB)
This month, we'd like to highlight two additions to biographies
about notable poets:

Burleigh, Robert. (2004). Langston s Train Ride. (Ill. by L.
Jenkins). New York: Orchard Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-43935239-8 (Hardcover); $16.95.
Robert Burleigh explains in his Author's Note that his goal
was to capture "the moment when Langston Hughes came to
believe in himself as a writer." He does this and contextualizes one of Hughes' most famous poems, "The Negro Speaks
of Rivers."
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Prelutsky, Jack. (2004). If Not for the Cat. (Ill. by T. Rand). New York: Greenwillow Books. 40 pp. ISBN: 0-06-059677-5 (Hardcover); 0-06-059678-3 (Library
Binding); $16.99.
Jack Prelutsky, known for his guitar and nonsense verses, accomplishes a marvelous feat: he has created haiku that American kids might enjoy reading. Since
Ann Terry's landmark 1972 study of children's poetry preferences first provided
statistical verification that upper elementary students disliked listening to haiku,
there have been few volumes with even a shot at changing their minds.
"Raucously we caw./Your straw men do not fool us./We burgle your
corn" (p. 19). Prelutsky's 17 original haiku are riddle-like challenges to
readers' imaginations. Ted Rand's lovely watercolor illustrations provide
visual clues to the identity of each poem's central character.

Kerley, Barbara. (2004). Walt Whitman: Words for America. (Ill. by B.
Selznick). New York: Scholastic Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-43935791-8 (Hardcover); $16.95.
This is a slice of Whitman's biography-his ministration to wounded
Civil War soldiers in Washington DC-told through excerpts from his
journals and his poetry. Brian Selznick's illustrations add an imaginative dimension that words could never provide, just as he did for When
Marian Sang (Ryan, 2002) and The Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins
(Kerley, 2001 ). Five pages of author and illustrator notes provide
sources for the extensive research, notes on the poems, and even information on Lincoln and the Civil War.

Nonfiction
Montgomery, Sy. (2004). The Tarantula Scientist. (Ill. by N. Bishop.)
Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 80pp.; ISBN: 0-618-14799-3
(Hardcover); $18.00.
Sy Montogmery and Nie Bishop, the award-winning team behind The Snake
Scientist (1999), an Orbis Pictus Honor Book and winner of an International Reading Association's Children's Book Award for nonfiction, have created another book
that artfully weaves together engaging informational text with
stunning photography. Readers follow arachnologist (spider scientist) Sam Marshall in his field studies of tarantulas in French
Guiana then return with him to continue the work in his university lab. This world of spider research is illuminated by Bishop's
sublime photographs, while Montgomery's writing is rich with
description and humor, "' AAHHH! !! ' When you hear this sound
coming from a tarantula scientist, you know something's really
wrong" (p. 21). It turns out that Sam had stumbled into a wasp's
nest and not been attacked by his eight-legged research subject.
Indeed, the book does a wonderful job of dispelling common
myths about the biggest spiders on earth. The Tarantula Scientist
may make arachnophiles of even the most squeamish! Photographer Nie Bishop is a Michigan resident. (LVB)
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Webb, Sophie. (2004).LookingforSeabirds: Journal/ram an Alaskan Voyage. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin. 48pp.; ISBN: 0-618-21235-3 (Hardcover); $16.00.

Looki 9
for Seabirds
J01-1 ral\ l )fr.Ofrt- ,v,. a A-lMkM1- Voi1, MltJ

Sophie Webb has earned multiple awards for her writing and artwork about
birds. My Season with the Penguins: An Antarctic Journal (2000) won the
2001 IRA Children's Book Award for Older Readers, a Smithsonian Notable
Book award, and an ALA Notable award. Webb draws on her extensive
experience as a writer and illustrator of ornithological texts to create another
beautiful book about birds, this time examining the winged creatures that
inhabit Alaska's remote Aleutian Islands and the surrounding waters.
Arranged in a journal format, the pages of Looking for Seabirds are filled
with Webb's keen observations of and insights about birds like penguins,
albatross, and puffins. These journal entries are accompanied by an abundance of watercolor and gouache paintings that are not only lovely but also
finely detailed naturalistic studies. (LVB)

Other Nonfiction of Note
b)?

Sop 1.ie WebH

Bolden, Tonya. (2004). The champ! The story of Muhammad Ali. (Ill. by
G. Christie). New York: Alfred A. Knopf. unpaged. ISBN: 0-375-82401-4
(Hardcover); $17.95.
Goodman, Susan E. (2004). Skyscraper: From the Ground Up. (Ill. by M.J.
Doolittle). New York: Alfred A. Knopf. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-375-81309-8
(Hardcover); $16.95.
Markle, Sandra. (2004). Crocodiles. Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books. 40 pp. ISBN:
1575057263 (Hardcover); $15.95.
Markle, Sandra. (2004). Owls. Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books. 40 pp. ISBN:
1575057298 (Hardcover) $15.95.
Markle, Sandra. (2004). Spiders: Biggest! Littlest! (Ill. by S. Pollard). Honesdale, PA:
Boyds Mills Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 1-59078-190-2 (Hardcover); $15.95.
McWhorter, Diane. (2004). A Dream of Freedom: The Civil Rights Movement
from 1954 to 1968. New York: Scholastic. 160 pp. ISBN: 0-439-57678-4
(Hardcover); $19.95.
Neubecker, Robert. (2004). Wow! City! New York: Hyperion Books for Children.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-7868-0951-5 (Hardcover); $16.99.
Roth, Susan L. (2004). Hard Hat Area. New York: Bloomsbury USA Children's
Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 1-58234-946-0 (Hardcover); $17.95.

Older Readers
Booth, Martin. (2004). Doctor Illuminatus: The Alchemists Son. New York: Little,
Brown. 173 pp. ISBN: 0-316-15575-6 (Hardcover); $14.99.
Set in a modern day English countryside, Doctor Illuminatus launches with
siblings Pip and Tim exploring the wonders of their newly acquired historic
estate. They are soon confronted with several strange occurrences including the
sounds within Pip's bedroom walls. Soon they discover Sebastian, a medieval
alchemist's son, who uses his knowledge of alchemy to enter a state of hibernation while awaiting the return of his foe. Befriending Sebastian, the trio attempts
to save the world from the villainous Pierre de Loudeac. With rich language and
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vocabulary, Doctor Illuminatus challenges and entrances readers, leading them
through the battle for power to a spine-tingling ending and eagerly awaiting the
next installment. (LAB)
Coman, Carolyn. (2004). The Big House. (Ill. by Rob Shepperson). Asheville, NC:
Front Street. 220pp. ISBN: 1-932425-09-8 (Hardcover); $16.95.

Here's another brother-and-sister team-but this time without magic. When Ray
and Ivy's parents are sentenced to jail for embezzlement, the youngsters are
ordered to live with Marietta and Lionel Noland, the wealthy couple that brought
charges against their parents. As the siblings seek reassurance that everything will
be fine, they begin their search for evidence against the wicked Marietta Noland.
The Big House is a witty, tongue-in-cheek romp that keeps readers turning pages
to discover how these likable siblings manage to free themselves (and
their parents) from Marietta's evil clutches. Rob Shepperson's delightful
illustrations add to the mood and emotion of Carolyn Coman 's wonderful story. (LAB)
Kerr, P.B. (2004). Children of the Lamp. New York: Orchard Books. 355
pp. ISBN: 0-439-67019-5 (Hardcover); $16.95.

Twins John and Philippa Gaunt live a privileged life in New York but
have a fascination with smoke. Furthermore, both children are claustrophobic. But it's not until they visit their eccentric Uncle Nimrod in
London that they develop a true understanding of their heritage and
the power behind it. As they learn about their powers as modern-day
djinn (genies), they embark on a journey to Egypt to face the evil
djinn Iblis. Have they learned enough from their uncle to face Iblis
alone? Reading Children of the Lamp will caution you to be careful
what you wish for, but readers will certainly wish that P.B. Kerr's
adventure into children's literature continues. (LAB)
Martin, Ann M. (2004). Here Today. New York: Scholastic
Press. 308 pp. ISBN: 0-439-57944-9 (Hardcover);
$16.95.

In 1963, Eleanor Roosevelt Dingman-Ellie for short-and
her family ride an emotional roller coaster and begin to
fall apart. Kids at school "slam" (1960s slang for dissing)
Ellie, and she suffers tremendously attempting to survive
in the shadow of her flamboyant mother, Doris Day Dingman. Ellie's mother craves attention, but her ambitions are
far removed from the little town of Spectacle. Indeed there
is something in the town's name that suggests Ellie's life, or
parts of it, is in fact a spectacle. Ann Martin skillfully portrays
life on Witch Tree Lane, weaving the tragedy of President
Kennedy's assassination into a realization that life-as-youknow-it will never be the same. (LAB)
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McDonald, Megan. (2004). Judy Moody, MD. The Doctor Is In! (Ill. by Peter H.
Reynolds). Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press. 151pp. ISBN: 0-7636-20246 (Hardcover); $15.99.

Judy Moody continues to soar, this time trying to scheme her way into
staying home from school. However, what she neglects to realize is
how much she was learning during Mr. Todd's unit on the human body.
But will Judy Moody be able to achieve her goal of staying home from
school? McDonald aptly portrays the moods and idiosyncrasies of this
effervescent third grader, while Reynolds provides charming watercolor
and ink illustrations. (LAB)
Lowry, Lois. (2004). The Messenger. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company.
169 pp. ISBN: 0-618-40441-4 (Hardcover); $16.00.

The Messenger, third and final installment in Lois Lowry's dystopian trilogy, unites characters from The Giver (1993, Houghton Mifflin) and Gathering Blue (2000, Houghton Mifflin). Matty, the resourceful, independent,
and plucky outcast from Gathering Blue, awaits his naming ceremony and
adulthood. Leader guides Matty as he discovers his gift of healing and
,u t-..ft..t~ PM ~~lei~
learns to manage its power. Strange events are happening in the village of
the outcasts, and even the forest is changing. But will the combined efforts
of the community's talents be enough to save them all? Indeed, Lowry once
again presents us with "her gift" by delivering The Messenger. (LAB)
Van Draanen, Wendelin. (2003). Swear to Howdy. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 126
pp. ISBN: 0-375-82505-3 (Hardcover); $15.95.

e
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If you are looking for a book that will lure students-especially reluctant
readers-into experiencing beautifully crafted language, this book is what you
want. As I described in my prologue, Van Draanen 's first chapter offers no
boring descriptions or lengthy introductions. Joey and Rusty hurdle into our
lives, three-dimensional best friends who are so alive we wish we could be
their neighbors. That is why, when tragedy strikes-and strike it does-we
are as devastated and confused as Rusty. What is a best friend's obligation
when he "swears to howdy" he' 11 never tell? Are there any circumstances
that would nullify their pact? Pair this with Marian Dane Bauer's Newbery
Honor book, On My Honor (Clarion, 1986) for a powerful discussion of
life, death, and friendship. Swear to Howdy is a 2004 Notable Children's
Book in the Language Arts selection.
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